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Presidents Report
Grant
So it looks like the cold is starting to bite hard and
the chill of winter is definitely on the way. We’ve
had a few nice days for flying over the last month,
but for most of them I’ve been too busy with other
work to enjoy the good flying weather, that is with
the exception of my trip to the Omaka Classic
Fighters Air Show over Easter in Blenheim. The
air show is always a great event and I would highly recommend it to
anyone who’s never been. However you do need to save your pennies, as
it’s not a cheap exercise getting there and back across the water. Do
mark it on your calendar for Easter 2021, you won’t be disappointed.
April’s Club night was to have been a talk on batteries by Mike Sutton,
but unfortunately due to family health issues Mike had to pull out at the
last minute. A quick shout out saw Frazer Briggs stand in for the night,
giving us the great talk about his involvement with a UAS (Unmanned
Aerial Systems) project put together by a group of Americans with very
differing skills...and mostly not flying! The test flying of their UAS
aircraft was completed under the eyes of civil aviation at Galatea with
Frazer on hand as the test pilot/landing pilot whilst the machine wasn’t
flying on auto pilot. Frazer also talked about the victory for the New
Zealand Aerobatic team over the Aussies in the Trans-Tasman
competition. That event was followed a week later by the Australian
Masters Aerobatic competition which all of the NZ team took part in as
well. Thanks Fraser for an entertaining evening and for filling in at such
short notice.
Mays Club night will be centered on Radio Transmitters. I’d like
everyone who can, to bring along a transmitter for the evening. It could
be your current transmitter or something much older and out of the ark
(ah Brad?). We will be giving a guided tour of some of the key features
common across most transmitters and highlighting some of the
functionality that the more experienced pilots routinely use in their
aircraft set ups. This will also be a great opportunity for you to ask
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questions of your
fellow
members
about parts of the
radio programming
that may be a
mystery to you and
you’d like to know a
little more about.
We have a huge
knowledge amongst
ourselves for most of
the major branded
radios, so there will
be somebody in the
audience
that
is
bound to know the
answer you need or
Crikey, who’s got one of these ?
are looking for. I do suggest you label your transmitter with your name
or some identification as it will be a great opportunity to take a photo for
our website & Newsletter, something we’ve never done before.
April’s themed flying day was centered around Bi-planes. I was a little
late (no surprises there!) turning up at lunch time, but there had
obviously been a lot of flying done before that. It was good to see a
sizable turn out of models and there should be a photo elsewhere in the
bulletin. The weather certainly played its part which makes these days
even more enjoyable.
Our clubs themed flying day for May will be our first float plane day of
the year and is to be held up in Huntly at Lake Puketirini on Sunday 12th.
As this flying site as a little tighter than Lake D please exercise the same
caution you always do and be mindful of public presence on the reserve
areas. As always the rescue boat will be there on hand to retrieve any
wayward models from the lake (but not the bottom!).
I would like to take this opportunity to pass on the memberships
condolences to Wayne Cartwright on the loss of his wife Judy last week
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due to health issues. Judy was a great supporter of Wayne and her
family over the many years they were together, with Judy regularly
attending many model and full size aviation events. Judy will definitely
be missed by those of us that knew her well. RIP.
Also, there is to be a memorial service and get together to be held for
Dallas Gibson on 18th May. For those that would like to attend, details
can be found elsewhere in the newsletter.
Well that’s all I have for this month’s newsletter. I hope you like the
fully electronic version and I’m sure you will appreciate the colour
pictures if nothing else! If you find something interesting on the internet,
don’t be shy letting the editor know as he may like to copy bits of it into
the newsletter.
So as always, fly safe and have fun
Grant.

And from the Bulletin Editor:
Dave
As Grant has already mentioned if you
missed out on the last club night you
missed out on a great evening’s
entertainment by Frazer and the UAS
project. A reasonable crowd assembled
given that the weather had turned and not for the better either.
The propeller award for April was presented to Jack Godfrey. It was a
close run contest as to whether the award should go to either Jack or
Alan Rowson but in the end it was decided by the masses that Jack was a
most deserving winner mainly because his hand was still well bandaged
and therefore more impressive. Well done Jack but don’t stick your
fingers in there again !
The sportsman trophy for the month went to Erl. His nomination from
Jack was warmly received due to the Erl’s kindness in being able to give
Jack a lift to and from the field when needed. And what are friends for.
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Brad had on offer a P-51 Mustang

A Satellite 1000 owned by Rex
Anderson from the late John
Selby
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Denis Raynel on hand
with his Fairchild C123 Provider
Cleverly made with
foam and brown paper

Laurie Chrystal with his electric SE5a
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Club Captains Report
Sel
Congratulations to Bruce Clarke who flew solo
a couple of weeks ago after some excellent
training by Gordon. Well done guys.
There’s been plenty of action at the field with Alan landing his Aces
Stick high in the tree (report elsewhere) . Good tree recovery job Gordon,
putting your life on the line for the cause! Bruce Clarke had an oops
when he lost orientation and spiralled his high wing Calmato into the
ground. Good to see you have it repaired and back in the air again Bruce.
Quite a few landings out in the paddock observed with some pilots
managing to land on the strip.
Welcome to new member Ahmer Sarwar who has moved here from
Christchurch to do his commercial pilots licence. Ahmer has been flying
electrics for some years and has recently converted to glow power flying
a Chipmunk and Mustang.
Sadly we are losing Bruce Pickering who is moving to Dargaville to be
with family. Your models and building skills have been admired by
many Bruce. You have been a valued member of this club and I wish
you and Rita well for the future.

How do you solve the problem of always flying
into posts ?............
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By painting red stripes around them of
course.

_________________________________________________
Treasurers Report
Alan Rowson

78 members have now paid in their subs and would now like to thank
those members.
I am still waiting on 6 club members to pay or have not advised me if
they are going to rejoin
Please remember if you do not rejoin your membership to Model Flying
New Zealand will cease and not permitted to fly at any registered model
flying sites.
I note that in the last bulletin and error was made for subs in the 70year
plus was printed as $170, it should be $160.00.
When your membership cards for MFNZ are returned to me I will bring
them out to the field or have them posted out.
Also please ensure that if you happen to change your email address
please advise me so that i can update or you will not receive your
bulletin by email.
I hope you all enjoy this month’s bulletin in full colour.
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This is what happens when you sneak
out on a Saturday
A couple of Saturdays ago when the wind was very strong and a
southerly which is a cross wind on our field, I was thinking what model
to take out for a fly.
I decided on the Ace of Stick which will handle a cross wind going into
wind.
I had a good flight, landed and the decided to have another go, the wind
was blowing so much I decided to do a landing by coming in from the
East and turning in before the large tree at the gate entrance. The wind
carried the model through a gap in the tree but a branch caught the wing
tip.
Our tree climber Gordon Meads came to the rescue.
Cheers
Alan

If you look closely you can see the Magpie laughing
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Gordon to the rescue. “I’m just warming up” says Gordon
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Gordon’s next mission…..
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Airsail MAC RC Vintage and Classical
Contest and Rally
20 – 21 April 2019
Dave Crook
I couldn’t believe our luck when we were forecast perfect weather for
most of the weekend. Personally I can’t remember the last time we here
up north had ideal flying conditions that also coincided with a contest
date.
As a result there were 77 official flights logged Saturday and up to
Sunday lunchtime when the projected winds came in with gusts
recording 25 kph with an average of 18 kph. It was only at this stage
myself and Tony Gribble (Auckland Soar) decided to have a go at
Vintage Precision. Not the best plan ever hatched and by then others had
wisely decided to call it a day.
There were five entries in Vintage Precision, Don Mossop from
Tauranga showing once again why he is so good at this event. Don also
took out the Classical Precision event.
Along with ideal conditions there was also
good lift to be had once found and there
were maximum scores recorded and flyoffs required in E Texaco (17 min
22seconds), E Rubber Texaco (30 min 9
seconds), Classical E Texaco (14 min 29
seconds) and Vintage ½ E Texaco (19 min
29 seconds).
It has been a long time since we have had
that many fly-off scores posted over the
course of a weekend but the times paled by
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comparison when you consider both Keith Trillo (Auckland) and John
Butcher (Tuakau) flying their Angus Macdonald design Kea’s in E –
Sports Cabin Texaco.
Keith with a recorded time of 48 min 39 seconds on his first flight, and
on a 2S 150 Mah battery, John Butcher not that far behind.
A big thanks once again to John and Sharon Danks for allowing us to fly
at their field and of course where would we be without an excellent BBQ
lunch and scones.
Our next and last Vintage event is to be held at Tuakau on May 25 and
26 prior to the winter break.
__________________________________________________________

Hello Prospective Fliers in the 70th
Waikato Free Flight Champs
Bernard Scott
DATE:
LOCATION:
TIME:
FLYOFFS:

Saturday 11th May 2019
Piako Road
9 AM - 1.30 PM
2 PM

OPEN COMBINED
HLG / CAT COMB
KIWI POWER
MINI COMBINED
PRECISION COMB.
VIC SMEED EVENT

3 x 180 See (1) below
6 x 60 No age bonus for Vintage
3 x 120 10 sec engine run
3 x 120 1/2A, Cd'H, E-36, P-30
3 x 90 See (2) below
Best flight See (3) below

(1) Open Combined: Any era model - Power, Rubber or Glider. Power
10 sec engine run for all eras. Glider 50 metre line.
(2) Precision: Any era FF model may be used. Flights to Vintage rules
but without age bonus.
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(3) Vic Smeed FF and RC event: Fly as many times as you wish.
Longest flight counts. FF - No limit on engine run, no maximum.
RC - 3cc or 180mAh as per Tomboy rules.
If several of your interests lie withn a single Combined event, you may
enter that event more than once. For example, you could put in 3 flights
in Mini Combined using a P-30 then make a second entry using a Coupe.
Each entry would be regarded separately so a contestant may be able to
take more than one place in an event.
Alternatively, a single entry in a combined event might have flights
using different classes of model. For example, an Open Combined entry
could use both Rubber and Power models to make the three flights.
These seem fair ways of recognising skill in different areas and giving
opportunity to fly a wider range of models.
GATES. There will be at least a couple of gates to open. If you open
one, also close it - do not leave the closing for the next person who may
assume it should left open.
__________________________________________________________

Chris Tynan’s Edge.
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Club Bi-Plane Day
Alan Rowson
On the Sunday 14th April the club had their annual Bi Plane day. The
day turned out very sunny and not much wind and fourteen models
turned up to fly.Plenty of flying was done throughout the day. Chris
started off with a few engine problems but was able to eventually get his
motors started.
Gordon had a little woopsey with his Bi Plane, he was flying around
with Chris who was flying the Fokker Triplane and his engine cut out
and was not able to get back to the strip. A landing was taken over in the
next field and a slight damage was made to his wing tip..
The clubs carpark that day was full and everyone had an enjoyable day.
Photos of the day are attached.
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FOR SALE
DHC2 deHAVILLAND BEAVER
White & two tone blue
Wingspan 2900mm (114 in)
Engine Evolution 45cc
All servos and batteries included
Requires Receiver

CHILTON DW1
Red & white
Wingspan 2150mm (84.5 in)
Engine ASP .91 4S
Servos included
Requires battery & Receiver
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DH71 deHAVILLAND TIGER MOTH
Gold & black
Wingspan 2134mm (80 in)
Engine RCG 30cc
All servos included
Requires batteries and receiver
Prices are negotiable—I don’t want the earth for them, but the moon would be
acceptable!
Bruce
Phone 0212383572
bpickering@slingshot.co.nz

And Wanted
Old OS Max type engines and even parts for OS 15, 25, 30 & 40 sizes, any
condition.
Contact Justin Whalley
Mobile: 0211633640

_________________________________________________
The Super Decathlon
Bruce Pickering

The Decathlon was designed by the Champion Aircraft Corporation, and
is a derivative of the 7-series Citabria, which traces its roots back to the
Aeronca Champion, often called the Champ. Like its predecessor, the
Decathlon has tandem seating and centrally mounted control stick.
While the Citabria (“airbatic” reversed) designs remain successful they
are not capable of maneuvers involving considerable negative-g loads.
When the company designed the Citabria in 1964 they envisioned an
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aircraft that was easy to construct, maintain, and fun to fly. In response
to pilots demanding an aircraft capable of more maneuvers Champion
introduced the 8KCAB Decathlon in 1972. Shortly after, Champion
Aircraft Corporation was acquired by Bellanca Aircraft Corporation,
who continued production of the Decathlon throughout the 1970s,
moving to the Super Decathlon variant during 1976.
Bellanca built over 600 of the 8KCAB design before production of the
aircraft stopped due to a decline in general aviation and the company's
assets were sold in 1981. After being held by a number of companies
during the 1980’s, the Decathlon design was acquired by American
Champion Aircraft Corporation (unrelated to the original Champion
Aircraft Co) in 1990, bringing the Super Decathlon version back into
production that same year. It is still being produced.
The designers copied the triangular metal fuselage truss of the Aeronca
C-2, with the outer shape formed by a combination of wooden formers
and longerons. The entire aircraft is covered with fabric. The strutbraced wings are made with aluminium spars and ribs, although the
earlier variants had wooden spars. To provide enhanced inverted flight
and negative–g maneuvers, at 9.8 metres the Decathlon’s wingspan is
shorter than the Citabria and a semi-symmetrical airfoil is used,
contrasting with the Citabria’s flat-bottomed airfoil.
Both the Decathlon and Super Decathlon remain popular as aerobatic
trainers, as beginning and intermediate aerobatic aircraft, and as personal
aircraft. Hundreds are flying today, as a quick internet search reveals.
My model is built from a Dynaflite kitset that I acquired some years ago.
With a 2260mm (89 in) wingspan, the aerofoil used is the Selig 8036,
which is reputed to give better maneuverability and low speed
performance. It was an easy kit to build, the die cut parts separated
cleanly from the parent wood—in fact I kept all the outers as templates
in case I ever ahh…needed them. The basic, well proven construction
method produced a very strong airframe, as I have subsequently
demonstrated more than once. It is covered with Koverall and painted
yellow and red with Dulon lacquer.
Fitted with an RCGF 32, it’s a very easy aeroplane to fly; takeoffs and
landings are (usually) uneventful. A couple of years ago I fitted a
smoker, which adds to the fun factor, but also highlights any erratic
flying on the part of the pilot—sometimes you can get away with
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blaming “wind gusts.” One learning experience involved taking off with
smoke on. I taxied out and took off while standing behind the model. All
at once it disappeared behind the smoke, only to reappear as it suddenly
veered off to the right, heading for the edge of the runway. Being a bit
more slow-witted than usual, I hauled it off the ground, whereupon it did
a spectacular cartwheel, striking both wingtips before settling upside
down. Thinking the worst as I approached the crash site, I was
pleasantly surprised to find that the damage was confined to two sheared
wing bolts and a crack in the ABS cowl. Mister Dynaflite makes very
strong models!
This is the only model with which I have ever lost a wheel in flight—
twice! The first time, when the wheel–less leg touched down it snapped
off and the model flipped over. Eagle eyed Grant managed to get a
sequence of photos, culminating in the dramatic shot of it apparently
standing on its nose as it went over. The second time it happened, having
some experience to draw on, I shut the engine down once I was
committed to a landing. There was a decent breeze straight down the
runway, so I managed to touch down uneventfully at a gentle speed.
The Decathlon has become one of my favourite models, along with the
Stearman, and seems to have taken up permanent residence in my trailer.

One wheel landings, not the easiest
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2019 F3D/F5D Combined Pylon World
Champs, Maryborough, Queensland,
Australia. August 6th.- 13th.
John Danks
Hi everyone, we are sending this notice out to generate some interest in getting
supporters over to Australia for the next Pylon World Champs in August,
supporters need to be registered with the organisers and are required to pay a
small fee to gain access to the pit area where you can mingle with all the
competitors from around the world. The fee in NZ currency is $87.00 and if
you wish to attend the banquet afterwards another $87.00 NZD, children under
12 are half price. This is well worth the money for a very exciting and well
organised event, you also get a T shirt as part of the fee.
I have attached the entry forms above so if you are attending please fill in the
supporters section and mark if you want to attend the banquet as well, don’t
forget to add your shirt size. We want to get this away to the organisers by May
10th so a couple of days earlier, by the 8th would be ideal. You can email the
form to me at theteam@airsail.co.nz or our team manager Gary Mercer at
garymercer55@gmail.com
The fee is to be paid into the Pylon SIG bank account when you submit your
entry form to account ANZ # 01-0242-0170053-016 Please use your name as a
reference when paying.
Your Team NZ have been practicing regularly and constantly testing to develop
good reliable and fast setups, the entire F3D team are off to Maryborough next
month to compete at the actual W/C’s flying site, all of us have competed there
in the past but it will be good to get a gauge on how we are going with some
fast opposition.
See you all in Maryborough.
Regards John Danks
NZ Pylon SIG
JR Airsail
299 Native Road
RD1
Tuakau, 2696
Phone 09 2334014
www.airsail.co.nz
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A look into
the future?
Gordon

As some obscure NZ
politician
once
said....I’ve
been
thinking.
I have been pondering
the future of HMAC
from where it currently
stands to what it may become in future times.
What has bought on this strain on my limited brain cells you may ask? HMAC
is perhaps unique amongst other model clubs in New Zealand in that we hold a
club night meeting each month eleven times per year. (You may correct me on
this). Personally, I think this is great and I always look forward to each month’s
meeting as I am sure a lot of others do. It has often been said that this is a large
part of the “glue” that holds the club together and makes it a success.
However, it is becoming more and more difficult to come up with and organise
a topic as the keynote for each meeting. The common themes seem to have
been covered over and over again, and it is difficult to find any new
topics/activities and more importantly get someone to speak/present them. The
committee has been racking its brains with limited success although we do
have some bases covered for the year. This is perhaps the most onerous task for
the committee each year.
We cannot continue to leave it up to a few people to be constantly be coming
up with all the answers.
So, some hard questions need to be asked...
Do you think the club evenings should be run on an every second month basis
thereby cutting down the numbers of topics per year?
Is there some better format we could use that would cut down on the “coming
up with something fresh problem”?
If we cannot come up with ways for the club evenings to be “fulfilled” then do
we simply stop running them?
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Anyone, got any better suggestions?

I believe we need much more input and assistance from the general club
member who happily turns up each club night to reap the benefits but do little
or nothing to contribute to ideas and organising the same.
I realise this is a bit of a rant but something needs to be done as some of the
present “executive” are reaching breaking point on this thorny issue.
I wish to open up some constructive discussion on this topic that can be bought
forward at the next meeting.
DISCLAIMER....These are only my personal views and not from the other
elected members of the club. They don’t even know about it..ha ha!)
Gordon Meads
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Grant and Sel – 1/3 and ¼ Super Cubs

Lyndon about to launch his Snipe
DLG to 400 feet, or rip the wings off
trying.
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And now a message from the U.S.
Government

Please contact Mr D Trump for all enquiries
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Parting Shots:
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Coming Events 2019
May 2019


LMANZ Large Model Rally and AGM
May 4, 2019 - May 5, 2019 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
HMAC Club Night Meeting – Transmitter Night
May 8, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 RC Pylon Racing Series
May 12, 2019 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 HMAC Float Plane Day at Huntly
May 12, 2019 9:00 am - @ Lake Puketirini (Weavers) Reserve, Rotowaro
Road, Huntly
 NNI Vintage Competition and Rally
May 25 and 26, 2019 - @ Tuakau

June 2019
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Transmitter Night
June 12, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Club Day
June 16, 2019

Flight Lines June 2019
June Newsletter deadline – 1 June 2019……please

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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